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RVP COMBINES:

TECHNOLOGY A state-of-the-art video analysis
system.
PROFESSIONAL MODELS MLB, NPF and Olympic models. All
models contain multiple views that are
shot from consistent angles for
complete and accurate comparisons.

TERMINOLOGY Consistent vocabulary helps players
and coaches stay on the same page.

INSTRUCTION Access to hundreds of years of
experience consolidated and delivered
by the top coaches in the country.

“The RightView Pro

Instructional System is
simply the best teaching tool
on the market…This product has
helped me refine my approach to hitting
instruction and is a must for any coach or
player who wants to be his/her best. One of the
best things about this product is that now when I go on
the field, the students know exactly what I am talking about.”

MIKE CANDREA

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA WOMEN’S SOFTBALL COACH
COACH OF 2004 U.S. SOFTBALL GOLD MEDAL TEAM SOFTBALL OLYMPICS

RightView Pro
904 Silver Spur Rd, No. 252
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274-3800

T (310) 377 922 1
F (310) 544 0069

www.RightViewPro.com
sales@RightViewPro.com

IN THE LAST 4–YEARS, NO OTHER COMPANY OR
PRODUCT HAS HAD A LARGER IMPACT ON BASEBALL
AND SOFTBALL INSTRUCTION THAN RIGHTVIEW PRO.
Champions, both professional and amateur can attest to its popularity and success.
It is the only licensed product that allows players to capture their swings and
pitching motions and compare them side-by-side with the best players in the game.
While there are hundreds of hitting and pitching instructional videos on the market,
none of them provide the proof, credibility and the tools to communicate more
effectively than RightView Pro. It’s an invaluable tool for any coach to manage or
organize a team’s entire hitting and pitching program. It delivers “Real Hitting…
Real Pros… Real Results.”

RightView Pro delivers the most complete set of training systems for softball and
baseball. Our products are built for all ages and help players focus on what all
the great players do. Every step of the way, RVP defines the principles that make
the great players more efficient and successful, while communicating it in an
easily understood fashion.

THE

ADVANTAGES

RIGHTVIEW PRO:

Provides A More Efficient Way To Teach
Studies show that students retain about 10% of what they read, 20% of what they hear,
30% of what they see, 50% of what they both see and hear and 70% of what they feel
and experience.
RVP systems utilize these communication methods to optimize the learning experience.
It’s just faster to show than to explain. Students match what they feel to what is real and
make adjustments quicker and easier with longer lasting results. Analogies and drills are
also provided to help the student understand and work on his or her individual needs.

“The question is not what you

Most players realize when they roll over or pull off the ball, but the key to improving is
identifying the cause. RVP systems are designed to step through the motion at 60 fields
per second (twice as many frames as a normal video) to isolate and identify the first
cause of the problem. Often if you fix the first thing that goes wrong, it will solve a variety
of symptoms that show up later in the motion.

do differently from any one major
league player but what do you
do differently from all the best
players in the game. What makes
those players more efficient and
more successful? RVP lets you
see the common principles that
make these players the best in
the game…see yourself next to
the best in the game.”

Provides Proof And Credibility

RIGHTVIEW PRO PRESIDENT

Identifies The Cause Of Problem Spots

It is very difficult to teach wrong or mislead a student when using RVP because the definition
is on the screen. RVP’s library of professional hitting and pitching models provides a great
resource to reference, challenge or prove instruction. Quickly reference any question by
pulling up professional examples and see how the pros do it.

Keeps It Simple For Coaches And Players
RVP keeps instruction simple by focusing on one principle at a time. Our product’s easy-touse interface makes it easy to capture, load and compare players’ motions—without the need
for any special computer skills.

Provides A Consistent Language
By the time players reach high school they have had up to five different coaches
with different styles and terminology. RVP helps players assimilate all this
instruction into a consistent message with common terminology.

DON SLAUGHT

THE

PRODUCT

RVP offers a complete range of products for every level of instruction. Our
products are modular, so they can be added to each other to customize your
system for your sport and skill. All you need is a PC and a digital camcorder
to get started. Then, follow these steps in choosing the system that best fits
your team’s individual needs.

1 Choose from three levels of video analysis systems.
2 Pick the instruction for your sport and skill.
3 Choose the professional models for your sport.

Video Analysis Systems
Choose from three levels of video analysis systems. All these products provide the
tools you need to capture, compare and measure your players against the pros.
Analysis System

The
Basic
System

Model CE300

The
professional
System
Model is300g

The top coaches, using the best players in the game, walk you through lessons, instructing
on what to look for and suggesting analogies and drills to help reinforce the correct moves
in these interactive CD-ROMs. The Instruction Series are designed to work as stand-alone
programs or integrated into the Video Analysis Systems.

FOR

FEaTures

Home or
Youth Coach

A great video analysis system for the home or youth coach. You will
be able to synchronize and compare your players’ motions with today’s
top players on your PC. Using RVP’s analysis tools, you can quickly
pinpoint the inefficiencies in the swing or pitching motion.

Instruction Player
All-Star Baseball

High School
Teams
or Teams that
train on a
regular basis

It contains all of the Basic System’s features and includes some
exciting features like auto-capture, auto-naming and auto-programming, allowing for real-time instruction. It’s also over 15x faster and
contains a more sophisticated easy-to-use database that organizes
your coaches, players and their video clips for instant access.

Instruction Player
Fastpitch Pitching

Colleges,
Professional
Teams,
Training
Facilities and
Camps or
Clinics

Used by World Series Champs like the Boston Red Sox, as well as
the U.S. Olympic Fastpitch Softball Team just to name a few. This
system provides all the features and flexibility needed for colleges,
professional teams, training facilities and organizations that run
camps or clinics. Users can not only create training videos and
personalized lessons for students, but also generate revenue, advertise, organize a camp or clinic and make powerful presentations. It
also adds some speed and versatility with more advanced analysis
tools like auto bat path drawing, two overlay modes and full screen
mode to name a few.

Instruction Player
Softball Hitting

Model CV300

The
Advanced
System

RVP Instruction Series

Analysis System

Model IP300-AS

Model IP300-FP

Model IP300-SB

Model PV300

Students of
the Professional
System

The student’s own personal video analysis system complete with
all the drawing tools and view modes. It enables the student to bring
his/her lessons, drills and motions home for analysis, thus optimizing
learning time for both coach and student. *The Player Viewer does
not have capture capability.

This interactive tool takes the controversy out of hitting by defining the
mechanics of hitting with video examples of the game’s best hitters. Don Slaught,
former Major League Player and Coach, walks the user through the analysis
of the swing: defining the key principles, explaining why they are important, and
illustrating and giving analogies to help players understand and improve.
Lisa Fernandez, one of the greatest softball pitchers of all time, and Kirk Walker,
head coach of Oregon State, have teamed up to produce a dynamic series of 47
lessons to define the principles of Fastpitch pitching.

This interactive CD-ROM presents the RVP hitting approach, philosophy and
terminology with easy-to-follow examples and 89 helpful lessons from Mike
Candrea, U.S. Olympic Head Coach and Head Coach of the University of Arizona
and Sue Enquist, 11-time National Champion and former Head Coach of UCLA.
They explain what they look for and the importance at each key position in the
swing, and then provide drills that help reinforce the correct moves.

Coming In Early 2008

Instruction Player
Softball Hitting
Model IP300-SB08

The
Player
Viewer

FEaTures

Instruction Player
baseball Hitting
Model IP300-as08

Two premier coaches Mike Candrea and Sue Enquist provide solutions to common
problems, drills and insight for coaching at all levels.

Don Slaught walks through the purpose, the set-up and the positive feel of
proven drills to instruct players of all ages. Advanced lessons on adjusting to
speeds and locations of the pitch are added that are useful for even the most
skilled player. All-Star players’ Alfonso Soriano, Brian Roberts, Carlos Beltran,
Derek Jeter, Miguel Cabrera, Ichiro Suzuki and Alex Rodriguez are also added.

System Add-ons
Stay current with latest professional models or add additional hitting or
pitching models to your system.
Analysis System

Major League
Baseball Pitching
Models
Model MLB-PM300

National Pro
Fastpitch Pitching
Models
Model NPF-PM300

National Pro
Fastpitch
Hitting Models

Major League Baseball
hitting Models
Model MLB08-HM300

Usa Olympic hitting models
Model USA08-HM300

alex rodriguez

josh beckett

carlos
beltran

Ichiro Suzuki

derek jeter

Mariano
Rivera

Johan Santana

Alfonso
Soriano

Justin
Verlander

Vladimir
Guerrero

Albert Pujols

Now you can see and compare yourself with the best softball pitchers in the
country: Jenny Finch, Amanda Freed, Amy Harre, Danielle Henderson, Jamie
Southern, Jodie Cox, Lauren Bay, Lindsay Choinard, Peaches James and
Brandee McArthur.

Add 20 new models from the National Pro Fastpitch league to any of your
anaylsis systems: Pv300, Cv300, Ce300 and Is300.

Adds additional 15 new MLB pitching models to RVP analysis
systems: Is300, Ce300, Cv300, Pv300.

Adds more than 20 additional MLB hitting
models to RVP analysis systems: Is300,
Ce300, Cv300, Pv300.
Adds additional U.S.A. Olympic hitting models to
RVP analysis systems: Is300, Ce300, Cv300, Pv300.

“The RVP system is undoubtedly the best system I have seen to help identify and

communicate the mechanics and the principles of the swing. All of our players have
truly benefited from the knowledge and use of the RightView Pro system and the
results have shown up on the field. I wish I had RVP when I played.”

GREG WALKER

PLAYERS

Add Major League pitching models to all of the RVP Analysis Systems. See your
pitchers next to Roger Clemens, Greg Maddox, Curt Schilling, Jason Schmidt,
Tom Glavine, Mark Mulder, Barry Zito, Randy Johnson, Eric Gagne, Kerry Wood
and Mariano Riviera.

Coming In Early 2008

Model MLB08-PM300

THE

FEaTures

Model NPF-HM300

MajoR League Baseball
Pitching Models

The RVP Systems use a great number of the professional players as models.
To see what player models are included in a product as well as to see sample
screen shots of his/her swing visit our website.

Magglio
Ordonez

With champions ranging from youth programs, high school, college, the Olympics,
Professional Major League Baseball and Fast Pitch Softball teams, RVP boasts a
user list that’s a Who’s Who of the most successful baseball and softball programs
in North America. RVP has become a predominant training software of Major
League Baseball, and is the official training software of the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association. In fact, in 2006, seven out of the eight NCAA Softball
Championship finalists were RVP users.

The

Results

A FEW NOTABLE RVP CHAMPIONS

2007
2006
2005

CHICAGO WHITE SOX MAJOR LEAGUE HITTING
INSTRUCTOR, 2006 WORLD SERIES CHAMPS

2004

World Series Champion: Boston Red Sox
4A State Champions: Zachery High School, Louisiana
California Community College State Champions: Mt. Sac Mounties
NCAA Softball National Champions: University of Arizona
NCAA Softball National Champions: University of Arizona
American League Champion: Detroit Tigers
California Community College State Champions: Mt. Sac Mounties
Junior College Baseball National Champions: NMJC Thunderbirds
World Series Champion: Chicago White Sox
Division Champions: Atlanta Braves
NCAA Softball National Champions: Michigan
World Series Champion: Boston Red Sox
Division Champion: Atlanta Braves
NCAA Softball National Champion: UCLA Bruins
USA Olympic Gold Medal Softball Team

“Last season your program put

us one out away from the State
Championship. We finished 2nd
in North Carolina. Amazingly the
first year we had the program we
batted almost 100 points higher.
But last year with it we raised that
another 80 points. It just keeps
getting higher and higher. Thanks.”

Mike Lambros
North Davidson Senior
LadyKnights Softball

